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Structure, Governance and Management
Lovewise was founded in September 2002 and received charitable status in February 2003. Its aim is to
provide Christian teaching on marriage, sex and relationships to young people in schools and youth groups
and to support parents with resources, including books, to help them engage with and teach their children
about these matters. Lovewise has three trustees: Drs Chris Richards (Hospital Paediatrician) and Liz Jones
(Retired Community Paediatrician) and Mr James Cockburn (Retired Principal of Longbenton Community
College, North Tyneside). This report describes its fifteenth full year of activity. Final decisions regarding the
structure and running of the charity are taken by the trustees.
Objectives and Activities
Lovewise provides Christian teaching on marriage, sex and relationships to young people in schools and youth
groups and supports parents in teaching their own children. The charity’s office is based in Newcastle upon
Tyne where it employs a part-time administrator and a part-time graphic designer. Lovewise programmes of
teaching have been prepared and are offered in secondary and primary schools either by Lovewise staff or
volunteers or by teachers. Lovewise also accepts invitations to give this teaching to youth groups and to speak
to groups of parents in churches or at conferences as invited. Lovewise resources are sold to teachers, parents
and youth group leaders as requested via our main office. Lovewise books have also been translated and
published in German.
Achievements and Performance
During our fifteenth year approximately 125 Lovewise presentations were given nationwide by our presenters.
In addition, many Lovewise presentations have been given by individual teachers and leaders in their own
schools and youth groups. A large number books have been purchased by parents, and some by young
people. We have promoted our materials at the Word Alive conference in North Wales, the Christian Resources
Exhibition in London and at the Evangelical Ministry Association in London.
We have continued to update our database and to receive and respond to calls and e-mails from parents
particularly regarding school sex education.

This year we have been working on a new Bible study for church youth groups called the “True Love
Interactive Bible Study”. We have also re-advertised two of our previously written school presentations called
“Pornography – Dangers and Decisions” and “MARRIAGE”.
Annual Conference
Lovewise held its annual conference and strategy day on Saturday 25th March, 2017 in London. It was
attended by twenty eight supporters from around the country.
The sale of presentations
Most of the presentations that we produce may be purchased. These cost from £3.99 to £35.00.
Presentations given by Lovewise staff or volunteers.
Three part-time presenters, working 6, 4 and 4 hours for Lovewise and other volunteer presenters (all of
whom have been interviewed, referenced and DBS checked) have given Lovewise presentations in different
parts of the country throughout the year.
Financial Summary (see Receipts and Payments Accounts)
Income £59,496.00
Expenditure £42,512.00
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